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Web Design Document for “BIO of Jayson Price”

1. **Introduction to the website:** This website is designed for users who want to know about the Life of Jayson Price. The site has the following: a basic information page (basic status), a link to social media (Facebook), a link to professional page (LinkedIn), coursework of ART203 at PSU, a link to his blog page, and contact information. The overall concept is to be informed on who Jayson Price is and what he is all about. After users visit the page they will have a better understand of the life of him and how to contact him for additional information.

2. **Statement of Purpose**: The purpose of the site is for general knowledge of Jayson Price’s Bio (Biography). The level of importance is within the user themselves, if they have the motivation to know more about this person or expand their networking (of knowing people), they will view this site. The reason this site is being created and developed is to inform the people about Jayson Price and to enhance his network. Once this site is complete, it will be used on Facebook, LinkedIn and future job applications for more information.

3. **Web site flowcharts:**

![Map / Flow chart of site](image)

- **Homepage** (bio_site.html)
- **BIO** (bio_page.html)
- **Social Media** (External Link)
- **SampleWork** (ART203.html)
- **Blog** (External Link)
- **Contact** (mailto)

- **Homepage**
- **BIO**
- **Blog**
- **Contact**
Flowcharts (continued):

Links/data available from every page

- Homepage (bio_site.html)
- BIO (bio_page.html)
- Blog (external link)
- Contact

Information on Homepage

- BIO (bio_page.html)
- Social Media (External link to Facebook)
- SampleWork (ART203.htm)
- Blog (External link to PSU Blog site)
- Contact (mailto:jdps5462@psu.edu)

Last updated on: DTG

Copyright Statement
4. Screen Captures:

a. Homepage (developmental)

![Homepage Image]

b. Bio page (developmental)

![Bio Page Image]
5. **Media List and Copyright:**
   a. Homepage background image: Created by Jayson Price
   b. Homepage Container image: Taken and edited by Jayson Price
   c. Bio site background image: Created by Jayson Price
   d. Bio site container image: Taken and edited by Jayson Price
   e. PSU school Logo: Copyright by PSU (will be on homepage, bio page, and sample work page
   f. Facebook link: Copyright by Facebook.com
   g. LinkedIn link: Copyright by LinkedIn.com
   h. Blog link: Used by Jayson Price, Copyright of PSU for educational use only
   i. PSU ART203 sample work: Coursework copyright of PSU, completed by Jayson Price

6. **Timeline and Plan of completion:** (all by Jayson Price)
   a. 23 June 2014: Development and design phase of the website (after brainstorming is complete)
   b. 24 June 2014: Creation and building up of each webpage (including testing)
   c. 25 June 2014: Web design document completed
   d. 26 June 2014: Final testing and updating design (based off this document)
   e. 27 June 2014: Complete website and publish for user viewing

7. **Statement of Designer:**
   a. I developed this website so users, visitors and people alike can view information about myself, read my expressions on my blog, view my sample course work, see into my personal life and finally contact me if interested in future work together or the unknown.